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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/10/08  

PANIC BUYING OF GOLD PANIC SELLING OF SILVER AND PLATINUM  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD +40.20, SILVER +0.50, PLATINUM -6.70  
 
London Gold Fix $918.00 +$31.25 LME Copper stocks 209,400 tons  
+100 tons 
GOLD stks 8.599 ml oz -1,500 oz SILVER stks 134.8 ml oz -305,496 oz  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Clearly the gold market is seeing conditions that have whipped flight to 
quality buying into an even higher mode overnight. In fact, the gold market doesn't seem to care that the Dollar is 
sharply higher and that oil prices are also diving sharply. In fact, the gold market doesn't even seem to care that 
severe deflation is unfolding in a host of physical commodity markets. Sentiment is apparently so negative toward 
the global economy that favorable Canadian and Italian economic readings overnight were seemingly ignored. In 
fact, conditions look to be so volatile today, that even the US scheduled economic data looks to hold little sway in 
the marketplace.  
 
GOLD 
GOLD MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: With the stock market showing another hard down extension in the 
overnight markets there is clearly a very high level of anxiety pushing money toward the gold market. The fact that 
the silver is failing to join into the fray clearly points out that the crisis might be entering another stage where the 
flight to quality money prefers the gold and the Swiss to most other instruments. For the classic long lived gold 
bugs the current condition would seem to be their dream scenario, but with the G7 potentially set to take dramatic 
action to avert a global crisis, traders should be aware that conditions could change course suddenly in the 
current market. However, with the trade overnight seemingly dredging up concerns toward some insurance 
companies, one could suggest that another element of financial uncertainty and fear has been added to the pile. 
Some say that greed and fear dominate the markets sometimes and into the opening today it is hard not to 
suggest that fear has the upper hand. In the short term, the single most dominating influence on gold prices looks 
to be the action in the equity market. One can't target the upside in gold because the influx of flight to quality 
buying could be difficult to quantify if confidence in US Treasuries is lost, or confidence in the US Dollar is lost. 
Therefore, those entering the market place should have a long bias, but the purchase of puts, perhaps even the 
purchase of two puts for every futures might be a very wise decision. Premiums are expensive but attempting to 
define your outcomes could be a very valuable asset ahead.  
 
SILVER  
SILVER MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: Clearly the silver market is not getting the same flight to quality benefit as 
the gold market, as silver prices at the start of the session today look weaker. In other words, silver seems to 
have been left behind perhaps because traders fear that significant global slowing has the potential to drastically 
undermine physical and industrial use of silver. Another element that some traders suggest is making silver 
vulnerable to selling, is the fact that so many physical commodities are headed sharply downward and into the 
opening this morning, silver prices are still roughly $6.00 an ounce above the September 2004 price levels! 
However, other traders suggest that seeing gold skyrocket further could eventually mean that silver will begin to 



see spill over or alternative buying from those unwilling to pay up for gold. In any regard, volatility in the silver 
market looks to be quite significant directly ahead. The case for double puts against long silver plays is very 
strong. In fact, one might even consider triple puts against long silver plays, as silver seems to be sitting at a very 
significant crossroads and one could make a case for $18.00 silver or $6.00 silver. The risk of long silver and long 
multiple puts is the very high cost of premium!  

 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (DEC) 10/10/2008: A crossover down in the daily stochastics is a bearish signal. Momentum 
studies trending lower at mid-range should accelerate a move lower if support levels are taken out. The close 
above the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator for trend. More selling pressure is likely given 
yesterday's gap lower price action on the day session chart. The close below the 2nd swing support number puts 
the market on the defensive. The next downside target is now at 877.5. The next area of resistance is around 
892.0 and 899.5, while 1st support hits today at 881.0 and below there at 877.5. 
 
COMEX SILVER (DEC) 10/10/2008: Momentum studies are still bearish but are now at oversold levels and will 
tend to support reversal action if it occurs. The market's short-term trend is positive on the close above the 9-day 
moving average. It is a mildly bullish indicator that the market closed over the pivot swing number. The next 
downside objective is now at 1150.7. The next area of resistance is around 1205.8 and 1223.6, while 1st support 
hits today at 1169.3 and below there at 1150.7. 
 
Futures and options trading involve substantial risk. The valuation of the futures and options may fluctuate, and as a result, clients may lose 
more than their original investment. In no event should the content of this website be construed as an express or implied promise, guarantee 
or implication by or from NSfutures Group or Fox Investments that you will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner 
whatsoever. Past results are no indication of future results. Information provided on this site is intended solely for informative purposes and is 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed. No guarantee of any kind is implied or possible where 
projections of future conditions are attempted. The organizations and links presented in this website are in no way affliated with NSfutures 
Group or Fox Investments. NSfutures Group or Fox Investments does not necessarily promote or endorse the services or publications 
described herein. NSfutures Group or Fox Investments has no role in the production or review of these products or services and makes no 
warranty, either expressed or implied, as to their contents, accuracy or performance.  


